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Abstract. The formalism of credal networks can be used to represent
imprecision in multivariate probabilistic models. Currently, the algorithms for inference with credal nets allow to compute posterior probability intervals given specific evidence. However, they do not deal with
soft evidence. This paper presents an approach to integrate soft evidence in credal networks. The proposal is to convert the soft evidence
into constraints that are appended to a multilinear program to perform
inferences.
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Introduction

Knowledge based systems draw their conclusions by making inferences from a
knowledge base that represents a formal model of the knowledge of the domain
[13]. Since the knowledge expressed in the model can be uncertain, it is necessary
to deal with uncertainty during the inference process [16]. The study and the
development of methods to obtain conclusions with uncertain knowledge is the
aim of reasoning with uncertainty, a major subject in artificial intelligence.
The theory of probability has been a common approach to this matter. In
this extent many AI systems encode probabilistic knowledge using the formalism
of Bayesian networks [14]. This formalism allows to encode multivariate models in a graph-based framework that highlights local probabilistic dependencies;
the strength of such dependencies is specified by local conditional probabilities.
Given a Bayesian network it is possible to compute the posterior probability
of an event of interest - this computational procedure is called belief updating.
Algorithms for belief updating handle two kinds of evidence: the specific evidence that informs the state of a variable with certainty and the virtual evidence
that reports a likelihood ratio that associates the observation and its respective
variable.
Di↵erent of the belief updating, which aims to compute posterior probabilities, the inference with soft evidence aims to adjust the Bayesian network model
in such a way that it agrees with probabilistic information provided by external
agents [10]. After the adjustment, belief updating can be employed to compute
the probabilities of interest in the adjusted model. This reasoning approach is
useful when an intelligent agent wants to update her beliefs so as they become
consistent with probabilistic information provided by external agents while the
decision models of such agents are not disclosed.
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The formalism of credal networks extends the Bayesian networks schema,
also relying on directed acyclic graphs and probabilistic dependencies to represent multivariate models, but where numerical parameters are uncertain [5].
Credal networks use sets of probability distributions, also called credal sets [11],
to represent the imprecision in the local conditional probabilities. The current
algorithms for inference in credal networks do not deal with soft evidence. This
paper presents an approach to perform inferences with soft evidence in credal
networks by extending the multilinear programming procedure of de Campos
and Cozman [6]. The basic idea is to use the Chan and Darwiche’s transformation [1] to convert soft evidences in multilinear constraints, which are appended
to the multilinear program generated for inferences.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the formalism of
Bayesian networks and some concepts in evidential reasoning. Section 3 shows
a brief introduction about credal sets and credal networks. Section 4 explores
an example that illustrates our proposal, while Section 4.1 generalizes our idea.
The last section presents our final remarks.
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Bayesian networks, uncertain reasoning and soft
evidence

This section contains a brief review of Bayesian networks, which are the basis
for the extended model of credal networks. A Bayesian network [14] N consists
of a triple (G, X, F) in which X is a set of random variables X1 , ..., Xn and G
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that expresses dependencies among variables.
Each node3 of G represents a random variable in X and each arc highlights a
relationship of conditional dependence. Let pa(Xi ) be the parents of Xi in the
DAG and r the number of joint instantiations of pa(Xi ), then F is a collection
of local distribution functions p(Xi |pa(Xi )). So, if Xi is a root node it is associated with p(Xi ), otherwise it is associated with the conditional distributions
p(Xi |pa(Xi )1 ) . . . p(Xi |pa(Xi )r ).
Let d(Xi ) be the descendants of Xi in the DAG. The Bayesian network
formalism assumes the following condition (Markov condition): each Xi is conditionally independent of X\d(Xi )[{Xi } given the states of variables in pa(Xi ).
Because of this condition, the structure of a Bayesian network encodes a joint
probability distribution p(X) that can be evaluated from N by the expression
p(X) =

n
Y

i=1

p(Xi |pa(Xi )) .

Given a Bayesian network and a query about a variable Xq , a belief updating
procedure computes the posterior (given some evidence) or marginal distribution
of Xq . We consider the variable elimination algorithm [18] to perform such computation. This algorithm starts by establishing an ordering on the non-query and
3

In this text we denote a variable and its associated node with the same symbol.
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non-observed variables. According to this ordering, each variable Xi is associated
with a data structure called bucket. The bucket of Xi stores the probabilistic
functions p(Xj |pa(Xj )), with Xj 2 {Xi } [ ch(Xi ) and where ch(Xi ) is the set
of children of Xi . Note that each function is stored in the earliest bucket where
one of its variables appears.
Now let Xi1 be the first variable in the ordering. The main step in Xi1 ’s
bucket is to simplify Xi1 by computing [3]:
X
Y
p(ch(Xi1 )|pa(Xi1 ), sp(Xi1 )) =
p(Xj |pa(Xj )) .
(1)
Xi1 Xj 2{Xi1 }[ch(Xi1 )

The left side of Equation 1 is called the separator of Xi1 ’s bucket and denotes an
unnormalized function from where Xi1 was eliminated. Here, sp(Xi1 ) means the
spouses of Xi1 in the DAG. After the separator has been determined it is stored
in the bucket of Xiw , where Xiw is the earliest non-processed variable which
bucket contains at least one of the variables of the separator of Xi1 ’s bucket.
Variable elimination proceeds summing out variables until the last bucket in the
ordering is processed.
When the last bucket is reached a new bucket is created and associated with
Xq , where the last computed separator is stored. Then the desired probability is
calculated. We note that variable elimination is applied to the subset of network
variables that are relevant to the query (this is found through d-separation).
Below, we summarize the variable elimination algorithm.
– Algorithm 1 : Variable elimination
• input: A Bayesian network N and a query variable Xq ;
• definitions: let Xr and Xe be the irrelevant and the observed variables,
respectively;
1.
2.
3.
4.

eliminate all irrelevant variables using d-separation;
define an ordering for the variables in X \ {Xq } [ Xe [ Xr ;
for each variable Xi in the ordering create the bucket Bi ;
for each bucket Bi in the ordering;
(a) insert all distributions that contain Xi in Bi ;
(b) multiply the distributions of Bi ;
(c) calculate Bi ’s separator by sum out Xi from the result of the step 4.b;
(d) if Bi is not the last bucket in the ordering, store the Bi ’s separator in
the earliest bucket where any of its variables appears ;
5. store the last calculated separator in the bucket of Xq ;
6. normalize the functions in Xq ’s bucket and calculate the query.
2.1

Dealing with evidence

Pearl [14] highlights two kinds of evidence for belief updating in Bayesian networks. The specific evidence describes with certainty the observed state of a
variable Xk , while the virtual evidence expresses uncertainty about an observation. If Xk has m categories, an specific evidence informing an observation about
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the event xk,l is reported as a vector (Xk ) = [ 1 , ..., m ] where j = 1 if j = l,
otherwise j = 0. In a virtual evidence report, the vector (Xk ) specifies a likelihood function such as j = p(yk,l |xk,l ) for each j = 1 . . . m. Yk is an auxiliary
variable that encodes the observation of the Xk ’s values. The specific or virtual
evidence can be integrated to variable elimination by multiplying (Xk ) in one
of the buckets in which Xk appears.
Soft evidence di↵ers from virtual and specific evidence because its information is not related to the observation but to the final beliefs of the decision
agent. Take a situation in which we have a joint distribution p(X) that encodes
the beliefs of an agent. Now, let Xi be a variable with marginal distribution
p(Xi ) obtained from p(X). Suppose the agent receives a report from an external agent who is an expert in make predictions about Xi . The report says that
the correct distribution for Xi is ps (Xi ). In such situation the first agent would
desire to adjust its internal model in such a way that her beliefs about Xi agree
with ps (Xi ). This kind of uncertain information is called soft evidence and the
adjustment of p(X) is the aim of the Je↵rey’s rule. Following this rule, p(X)
should be updated to:
ps (X) = p(X

{Xi }|Xi ) ps (Xi )

(2)

given we suppose that p(X {Xi }|Xi ) is not a↵ected by the evidence.
We note that it is possible to encode a soft evidence ps (Xi ) report as virtual
evidence [1]. We compute each j as k ps (xi,j ) /P (xi,j ), where P (xi,j ) is the
original probability of xi,j in p(X) and k is a constant. However, it must be
pointed out that, even if we can converse soft evidence to virtual evidence, these
kinds of evidence have not the same meaning. A virtual evidence has probabilistic
information about an observation while a soft evidence refers to the final belief.
Soft and virtual evidence also di↵er themselves about commutativity [7]. Virtual
evidence is commutative and therefore the belief updating with virtual evidence
is not sensible to the order in which the evidence is entered. The same does not
happen with soft evidence.

3

Credal Networks and Credal Sets

A credal set K(Xi ) on a discrete random variable Xi is a set of probability distribution defined on Xi [11]. In this paper we assume that a credal set is a polytope
and it is represented by its vertices (extreme distributions) or by a collection of
linear constraints on probability assignments. Given X, a joint credal set K(X)
is obtained from joint distributions p(X). If Xi 2 X, then the marginal credal set
K(Xi ) can be computed from K(X) by marginalizing each extreme distribution
in K(X) and by taking the resulting convex hull [9]. Similarly, given an event y
defined on Y ⇢ X, it is possible to obtain a conditional credal set K(X \ Y|y)
composed by conditional distributions as p(X \ Y|y). That can be done by conditioning4 every extreme point of K(X) on y and by taking the convex hull of
such conditionals.
4

We suppose all conditioning events have positive probability.
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Let Y and Z be two proper and disjoint subsets of X. The conditional information of Y given Z can be organized in many ways [12]. In this paper we assume
that such information is given as a collection of separately specified credal sets
Q(Y|Z) = {K(Y|z0 ) , . . . , K(Y|zt )} where zk is a joint event on Z. That is,
Q(Y|Z) is a collection that contains one conditional credal set defined on Y, for
every conjunction of the variables in Z.
Both time and space complexities of inferences in joint credal sets make difficult to utilize the credal set theory in the development of real applications [15].
To mitigate such difficulties, the graph-based formalism of the credal networks
[5] provides an implicit representation for joint credal sets. Basically, a credal
network is a DAG where each node Xi is associated with a variable and every
variable Xi is associated with a list of local credal sets relating it to its parents. Here we consider credal networks with separately specified credal sets, so
a node Xi is associated to Q(Xi |pa(Xi )). The Figure 1 shows the topology of
a multiconnected credal network. The collections of credal sets in this network
are Q(X1 ), Q(X2 |X1 ), Q(X3 |X1 ), Q(X4 |X2 , X3 ) and Q(X5 |X4 ).
✏
✏
✏ X5
* X2 HH
j X4 *
X1 H ✏ H
H
j X3 *

✏

Fig. 1. A simple credal network example.

It is important to note that there is no unique interpretation for the conditional independence concept in the credal set theory. There are several di↵erent
definitions, which makes necessary to select the one that is more suitable for the
desired application [2]. In this work we consider the integration of soft evidence
when the concept of strong independence is applicable [4]. Two variables X and
Y are strongly independent when every vertex p(XY ) obeys stochastic independence of X and Y . That is, given K(XY ), each vertex satisfies p(X|Y ) = p(X)
and p(Y |X) = p(Y ). Thus, we consider credal networks where every variable is
strongly independent of its nondescendants nonparents given its parents. In this
case the joint credal set encoded in a credal network is called a strong extension, which is the largest credal set that agrees with the strong independence
assumptions posed in the network.
An inference in a credal network calculates bounds for the probability of
some event of interest, using the associated extension. If Xq is a query variable,
xq,a is the event of interest and E represents the evidence, an inference must
determine the interval [P (xq,a |E) , P (xq,a |E)] where P (xq,a |E) and P (xq,a |E)
are called lower and upper probabilities, respectively. de Campos and Cozman
[6] have presented an algorithm for exact and approximate inference in credal
networks. Their method achieves the solution by generating a multilinear program [8] which constraints are obtained from: (a) a symbolic manipulation of the
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variable elimination procedure, and (b) relationships originated from the credal
network and probability theory. In order to deal with the multilinear program,
they apply a branch-and-bound solver [17] to determine the maximum and minimum for the probability of the event of interest. The translation procedure that
generates the multilinear program is summarized in the Algorithm 2.
– Algorithm 2: translate a credal network inference into a multilinear program.
• input: a credal network C and the query event xq,t
• definitions : a variable waij is associated to P aij , where aij is a joint
event defined on a set of variables Ai ; take waju |bjv as the probability of
Aj = aju given Bj = bjv ; let R be a collection of constraints;
1. initialize R as an empty collection and apply the d-separation procedure;
2. let Xr be the irrelevant variables and Xe the observed variables; generate
an ordering for the variables in X \ {Xq } [ Xe [ Xr ;
3. for each variable Xi in the ordering generate the bucket Bi ;
4. for each bucket Bi in the ordering, generate the expressions related to Xi ;
(a) take every probabilistic function where Xi appears and name these functions by f1 (A1 |B1 ) . . . fd (Ad |Bd ); note that Xi 2 Aj [Bj and Aj \Bj ⌘
; for j = 1..d. Observe also that these functions come from the network
constraints or bucket elimination;
(b) for each fj (Aj |Bj ) :
P
– for each bjv , add the constraint u waju |bjv = 1 to R;
(c) let As [ Bs be the variables in the separator and wasu |bsv means P (asu |bsv );
Pm
Qd
for each asu and bsv append Xii=xi,1 j=1 waju |bjv = wasu |bsv into R;
5. take the credal sets in C and add their linear constraints to R;
6. repeat the process above for the bucket of Xq ;
7. select the variable wq,t in Xq ’s bucket as the objective function to be minimized/maximized.

4

Computing probability intervals with soft evidence

In this section we deal with a situation where an agent wants to compute the
probability interval for some interest event xq,a given soft evidence. We start with
a credal network C with collections Q(X1 |pa(X1 )) . . . , Q(Xn |pa(Xn )) and a soft
evidence defined as a marginal ps (Xo ). The goal is to compute [P (xq,a ) , P (xq,a )]
in such a way that the constraints imposed by the soft evidence on the agent’s
final beliefs are taken in consideration.
Consider for example the computation of the lower bound of the probability
of x5,0 in the network C1 (Figure 1) given ps (X2 ). We start by applying the
Algorithm 2 to generate a preliminary multilinear program. Initially we proceed
as if we wanted to compute P (x5,0 ) without considering the soft evidence. We
minimize the following objective function:
P (x5,0 ) = min P (x5,0 ) : s.t. W,

(3)
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where W is the set of constraints.
Some constraints of W generated by this preliminary step are listed below:
P (x5,0 ) =

1
X

i=0;

P (x5,0 |x4,i ) · P (x4,i ) ;

P (x2,j , x3,k ) =

1
X

i=0;

P (x4,j , x3,k ) =

P (x4,j ) =

1
X

P (x4,l , x3,i ) ;

i=0;

P (x2,j |x1,i ) P (x3,j |x1,i ) · P (x1,i ) ;

1
X

i=0;

P (x4,j |x2,i , x3,k ) · P (x2,i , x3,k ) .

The next step is to take the constraints associated with the soft evidence
in consideration. That is, we must append the restrictions induced by ps (X2 )
to W. This is similar to the transformation of Chan and Darwiche [1]: define a
virtual evidence report '(X2 ) where 'x2,j · P (x2,j ) = Ps (x2,j ) and insert it in
the appropriated bucket in W. We proceed this last operation by updating the
expression related to X2 ’s as:
Pu (x4,j , x3,k ) =

1
X

i=0;

P (x4,j |x2,i , x3,k ) · P (x2,i , x3,k ) · 'x2,i .

The new value, Pu (x4,j , x3,k ), substitutes P (x4,j , x3,k ) in the constraint set.
In order to exploit the probabilistic knowledge related to P (x2,0 ) and P (x2,1 )
it is necessary to generate the constraints associated with them. That can be
achieved by using a modified version of the Algorithm 2, where instead of maximizing P (x2,0 ), we just generate the constraints that define P (x2,0 ). We call this
modified algorithm, which has basically the same structure of the Algorithm 2,
as Algorithm 2b. The di↵erence appears in the last step, which is changed to:
– select the variable wq,t in Xq ’s bucket and add the constraint wq,t = Ps (xq,t )
for each category of Xq .
Finally, we add the normalization equation P (x2,0 ) + P (x2,1 ) = 1. Note
that some probabilities can appear many times during the generation of the
multilinear constraints. In the example, expression P (x2,0 ) appears twice. So, it
is necessary to keep track of variables names so as each occurrence is denoted by
the same optimization variable in the multilinear program. After all, the desired
probabilities may be obtained by applying the same branch-and-bound solver of
de Campos and Cozman [6].
4.1

The general approach

This section generalizes the previous discussed procedure by outlining the steps
of the proposed method. The procedure, described here as Algorithm 3, starts
with a credal network C and a set of soft evidences ps (Xo1 ) , . . . ps (Xos ) about
some variables in X. Two rules are assumed:
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– the evidences are independent of each other;
– the evidences are integrated simultaneously.
The aim is to compute [P (xq,a ) , P (xq,a )] subject to the soft evidence data. Without loss of generality, Algorithm 3 is presented for the case where we want to
compute P (xq,t ).
– Algorithm 3 : Multilinear inference with soft evidence
• input: a credal network C related to N , a query event xq,a and soft
evidences ps (Xo1 ) , . . . ps (Xos );
• output: P (xq,a )
1. use the Algorithm 2 to generate the multilinear program for P (xq,a ); consider
every Xoi as if it was observed;
2. for each soft evidence ps (Xoi )
(a) update a bucket in which Xo appears by appending terms from the report
'Xoi ; rename the ocorrences of the separator entries to Pu (·);
(b) for each xoi ,j generate the constraint 'xoi ,j · P (xoi ,j )P
= Ps (xoi ,j );
(c) for each Xoi generate the normalization constraints j P (xoi ,j ) = 1;
(d) for each event xoi ,j , generate the constraints for P (xoi ,j ) using the Algorithm 2b;
3. solve the resulting multilinear problem by minimizing wq,t .
To illustrate every step of this procedure we consider the computation of
P (x1,0 ) in the very simple network of the Figure 2. The variable X1 means the
proposition the clothes inside box are colored. Its values, x1,0 and x1,1 , indicate
whether the proposition is true or false. The variable X2 represents the proposition the clothes will be sold. The category x2,0 denotes true and x2,1 denotes
false. The network has the following credal sets5 :
K(X1 ) = CH({(0.7, 0.3); (0.6, 0.4)})
K(X2 |x1,0 ) = CH({(0.9, 0.1); (0.5, 0.5)})
K(X2 |x1,1 ) = CH({(0.3, 0.7); (0.6, 0.4)})

The soft evidence is provided by a marketing expert who has inspected the
clothes and asserted ps (X2 ) = (0.8, 0.2).
✏
X1

✏
- X2

Fig. 2. Credal network for the clothes’ example.
5

CH(·) denotes the convex hull operator.
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The objective is to compute P (x1,0 ) = min P (x1,0 ) - in fact we are going to
minimize Pu (x1,0 ) which is the updated version of P (x1,0 ) after the soft evidence.
The first two steps of the Algorithm 3 generate the constraints for credal sets
and the following expression (from the variable elimination procedure):
P (x1,0 ) =

1
X
j=0

P (x2,j |x1,0 ) · P (x1,0 ) .

(4)

Then step 2(a) updates the Expression 4 to:
Pu (x1,0 ) =

1
X
j=0

P (x2,j |x1,0 ) · P (x1,0 ) · 'x2,j .

Steps 2(b) and 2(c) append 'x2,0 ·P (x2,0 ) = Ps (x2,0 ), 'x2,1 ·P (x2,1 ) = Ps (x2,1 )
and P (x2,0 ) + P (x2,1 ) = 1 to the constraints. The step 2(d) adds the constraints
for P (x2,0 ) and P (x2,0 ) and compares their results with the soft evidence. After
all, the set of constraints contains all the expressions below.
Pu (x1,0 ) =

1
X
j=0

P (x2,j |x1,0 ) · P (x1,0 ) · 'x2,j ;

P (x2,0 ) =

Ps (x2,0 ) = 'x2,0 · P (x2,0 ) ; Ps (x2,1 ) = 'x2,1 · P (x2,1 ) ;
1
X
j=0

P (x2,1 ) =

Ps (x2,0 ) = 0.8;

1
X
j=0

P (x2,0 |x1,j ) · P (x1,j ) ;

Ps (x2,1 ) = 0.2;

P (x2,1 |x1,j ) · P (x1,j ) ;

P (x2,0 ) + P (x2,1 ) = 1;

Now, the minimization function is given by P (x1,0 ) = min Pu (x1,0 ) and the
answer is found by applying the multlinear solver, achieving P (x1,0 ) = 0.666,
which di↵ers from the original lower probability.

5

Conclusion

In this work we propose a method to integrate soft evidence in credal networks.
The proposed approach uses the fact that soft evidences can be expressed by
virtual evidences to generate multilinear constrains on the strong extension of
the credal network. Then, a multilinear programming solver is used to compute
the desired probability intervals.
The main contribution of the paper is to explore the use of soft evidence in
credal networks, a matter of clear importance that, to the best of our knowledge,
has not been fully discussed in the literature. The algorithm we have presented
for dealing with soft evidence makes use of well known techniques for inference
in credal networks, with their benefits and disadvantages. The main drawback of
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this approach comes from the fact that its computational complexity is very high
(because credal network inferences have high complexity), so approximate ideas
shall be investigated. Approximate methods for soft evidence in credal networks
are an important topic that we intend to pursue in future work.
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